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COMMENTARY: THE STERN REVIEW'S ECONOMICS OF
CLIMATE CHANGE

Partha Dasgupta*

When economists analvse public policy, they take two sets
of considerations into accout.rit First, they identify the ways
in which the world might work (the ways in which people
would choose under various circumstances, the pathways
Nature chooses, and so on). Ornce that task is done, they are
able to chart the consequences (perhaps long-term
consequences) of alternative policies. Secondly, they value
those consequences so as to be able to judge the relative
desirabilities of the alternative policies. The former set of
exercises involves description, while the latter involves
evaluation. Disagreements over the desirability of
alternative public policies arise wheni people don't agree on
facts (e.g., the economic effects of a doubling of carbon
concentration in the atmosphere) or whein they don't agree
on values (e.g., the way our well-beiig ought to be
balanced against the Vellhbejig of ,II those future thems).
Usually, of course, both facts and values are sutbject to
dispute.

Reading the many reports on) the Sterni Review (heinceforlth
the Review) that have beeni published in newspapers anld
magaziies since its launich - interestingly, reading the
Review itself - wotild give onle the inipressoioi that the case
that has beeni btillt by the authors for stronIg, imimiediate
aiction in the forn of ani aniniiuaI expeniditure of aabout 1 per
cenit of global GDP in order to thwart the possibility of
cllages amnoluniting to as mnuch as "O20 per ceilt of GDP"
(tthe Reviews wordirng) tunder busiriess as usual, rests
exclusivelv on inrsights drawnr from the new and more

refined global circulation models of climate scientists. The
Review will hopefully be scrutinised by peers in due course.
My comments will be particularly inexpert, because I have
had only a few days to study it. But the conclusion I have
reached is that the strong, immediate action on climate
change advocated by the authors is an implication of their
views on intergenerational equity; it isn't driven so much
by the new climatic facts the authors have stressed. In what
follows I explain what I mean by that.

It needs saying at once that the ethical framework within
which the authors have chosen to work is standard in
modern economics. The authors conduct a Cook's tour of
contemporary ethical theories, but pretty soon get down to
the framework modern economists have adopted for their
ethical reasoning. A particular version of that framework,
amounting to Classical Utilitarianism, was proposed by
Frank Ramsey in his great 1928 paper in the Economic
Journal ('A Mathematical Theory of Saving'). The authors
of the Review follow Ramsey closely. However, the
numeerical figures for the ethical parameters the Review
proposes are inot givein by the framework. We nieed to
deliberate further if wZe are to arrive at them. Even the
mTeGnin1111g of the ethical parameters isIn>t self-evidenit,
because there are several alternitive philosophical
underpinnlinigs of Ramsev's formulaL.itionI Of
intergenerationil jiustfice. Moreove; eac-h initerprets the
parameters in its own way (see Disgupti, 2005). The
Review is curiously silent on the differences in the views
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experts hold about what the parameter values ought to bee
It is silent also on the several philosophical uinderpinlilnigs
of Ramsey's mathematical formulation,, mullch explored bv
modern welfare economists.

AssuIme, as the Review does, that a genieratioio's well-beiing
is the sum of the well-beinigs of the members of that
geierationi. Assume too, as the Review does, that each
personI's well-being depenids oni his or her level of
constumption. By the ethical vati-es that reflect the idea of
intergernerattional eqluity I mTeiari two thirngs: (1) the trade-
offs that outghtt to be made betveenr the well-beinrgs of future
generations arnd ouIr owrn well-beirig, givern that future
generations will be here orlyv inr the future; and (2) the
trade-offs that ought to be miiade betweenr the well-beings of
people regardless of the date at which they appear on the
scene. Technically, (1) is reflected in the time/risk-of-
extinction discount rate, which, following the Review, I
shall call delta; and (2) is reflected in the elasticity of the
social weight that ought to be awarded to a small increase
in an individuals consumption level, which, following the
Review I shall call eta. Both terms are defined in the
Review (Chapters 2 and 2A). If delta reflects the way the
future is seen through today's telescope, eta is a measure of
the aversion to interpersonal inequalitv and risk in
consumption.

The Review, rightly in my view, takes it that the trade-off
among the well-being between the present US and the
future THEMs should be, roughly speaking, one-to-one, or
in other words, that we should not discount future
generations' well-beings simply because those generations
will appear only in the future. The Review assulmes that
delta ought to be set equal to 0.1 per cent a year, which is a
very low figure if we are to compare it with the values
advocated by other climate economists (see below). This is
to adopt a very egalitarlian attitude across the tiTme
dimension. But curiotusly, the Review adopts a very
inegalitariain attittude with regard to the distributioin of
w ell- beinig across people whein futrurity is Inot the IssIIe - for
example, h eni compariing the w ell-beinigs of the poor aind
rich in t he co inteITipora ry wor Id. The Review's cenltra I case
is basedl oI the asstumption that eta ought to be unity,
which, as I show below, reflects a fairly inidiffereilt attitude
towards eqtluitty over t:he distribuition of well-beinig amorng
people, qua people. The distirnctiorn betweern the two
paramrieters is crtutcial. As the ritunerical figures that are
assumed for them influternce estimiates of the econromic costs
and benefits of contirollirng carborn emissions, enlarging
sequestration possibilities, arid investinlg in alternative
energy technologies, delta arid eta are hugely significant
parameters.

In fact, pretty much the same ethical values adopted in the
Review were the basis of a pioneering 1992 study on the
ecoinomics of climate change (aptly titled The Economics
of Global Warmig) by William Cline of the Instittute for
International Economics, Washington DC. In a symposiu1m
onI CGline's book in F/nance and Developme-nt, a qtIarterly
publication of the World Bank arid the Initerniational
Monetary Fun1d, Cliie (1993) summaris ed his findinig thuis:
"My cenitral sctnario shows that . . . if risk aversionI is
incorporated by addiing high-damage aridL low-damage
cases and attributing greater weight to tihe forLneq; benerfits
comfortably cover costs (with a benefit-cost ra t io of a bout
1.3 to 1). Aggressive abatement is wortlhwhile evei thoutgh
the future is much richer, because the potential massive
damages warrant the costs.*" Despite the striking
similarities between the numerical figures adopted for the
pair of ethical parameters in the two studies (Cline assumed
delta to be zero and eta to be 1.5), there is no mention of
Cline's work in the Review.

Because it isn't possible to find much difference between
Cline's book and the Stern Review if we look at the
figures taken to be appropriate for delta and eta, I turned
to the work of William Nordhaus, who has been
studying the economics of climate change for over three
decades. The most remarkable conclusion of his studies
- conducted on his Dynamic Integrated Model of
Climate and the Economy (DICE) - has been that,
despite the serious threats to the global economy posed
by climate change, little should be done to reduce
carbon emissions in the near future; that controls on
carbon should be put into effect in an increasing, but
gradual manner, starting several decades from now.
This conclusion has withstood the many modifications
Nordhaus and others have made to the climate science
embodied in DICE. Their idea is not that climate change
shoutldii't be taken seriously, but that it would be more
equitable (anid efficieint) to iinvest in physical and human
capital inow, so as to build up the prodtuctive base of
econiomiiies (iniclIuidinig, especially, poor couniitries), arid
divert fun1ds to miieett the problefTms of climate chanige at a
later date. These coiclusioins are reached oIi the basis of
ai explicit aSSu1mT1ptiOn1 thaht global GDP per capita will
continue to grow over the inext '100 years arLid rxiore eveni
under business as usual, af assumalption t:hat t:he Review
would appear to make as well.

The general message of DICE will be familiar to you. It has
influenced Mr Bjorn Lomborg, which, although it is
understandably tempting to think otherwise, is not by itself
a reason for not taking DICE seriously. It is a reasonable
guess that DICE's message was the basis on which the so-
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called Copenhagen Consensus, much puiblicised by the
Economist, was reached in 2004.

Where then is the real differenice between the ecoinoiics in
DICE aind the ecoInomics in the Review? No douibt DICE
differs from PAGE (the acroniym for the Review's climate
miiodel> in their climatic specificationis; butt I looked for the
tunlderlying ethics in the two bodies of work. Nordhaus aiid
others have used a coinsiderably higher figure for delta
(poinit (1) a bove). IIn conitrast to the Review's figuLre of 0.1
per centr a yeaqr Nordhau.s ini recernt years has used a
startirng valut.e of 3 per cernt a year for delta, declining to
abou-it I per cernt yeavr in 300 years' time. InterestinglSy
Nordhatis also takes eta (point (2) above) to be unity. He
reports that the first-period social price of carbon (which is
a measure of the social dartiage a marginal unit of carbon
emitted today inflicts on huirnanity) is about $13 per ton,
whereas the figure reached itn the Review's central case is
about $310 per ton. But it tthe Reviews figure for delta is
put to work on DICE, the first-period social price of carbon
becomes about $150 per toni. This is about half the figure
offered by the Review, but it is enough to suggest that the
drivers behind the Review's firndings are the very low
values of the two ethical parameters, delta and eta. Indeed,
modifying DICE slightly so as to take a more alarmiing
view for the worst case scenario under business as usual,
raises the figure for the social price of carbon to $400 per
ton, in excess of the figure recommiiended in the Review. (I
am grateful to William Nordhaus for these figures. A
recent working paper by Ackeriman and Finla-yson (2006)
reports a similar set of calculations.)

Are the numbers taken in the Review to reflect the two
ethical parameters compelling.? I ha,ve little problem with
the figure of 0.1 per cent a year the aulthors have chosen for
the rate of pure time/risk-of-extinction discouint (delta) -
although many economists would thiink otherwise. But the
figure they have adopted for eta - the ethical parameter
reflectinIg iinequtality aind risk in human well-beinig - is
deeply uIInsatisfactory to me. To assLIuIme that eta equals I Is
to say that the distrihution of well-being aliToiIg people
doesn't mTiatter mnuzch, that we should speind huge ariourits
for later generatioIns evenl if, adjusting for risk, they were
expected to be mnuch better off than us. To give you an
example of whtat I rTeiari, suppose, followinrg the Review,
we set delta equla tto 0. 1 pe r cenrt a year arid eta equal to I
in a constanrit-poptlltation, determiriistic economy that
experiencies rio tecrhnological charnge. Suppose the social
rate of retuLrn on irnvestimernt there is 4 per cent a year. It is
a-n easy calculation to show that the current generation in
that model economy ought to save a full 9 7.5 per cent ofits
aggregate output for the fliture! You. should know that the

aggregate savings ratio in the UK is currently about 15 per
ceint of GDP. A 97.5 per cent saving rate is so patently
absurd that we must reject it out of hand. To accept it
wou.ld be to claim that the cuirrent generation in the model
econiomly ouight litera.lly to starve itself so that fttture
genlerationls 3are.able to erijov ever increasinig conistumptioni
levels. (Ini fact, to sufppose th etota is I is also to suppose
that staL rvation isni't al t t hat pa inful I)

It can be argued that there is rio obviouls reLasoin why eta
should be independent of the level of const.unption. Ard yotu.
should know that the distributive ethics of John Rawls'
theory of justice would requlire that et be infinity¾ whicth
reflects an uncompromising aversion to inequality arid risk
in consumption. The moral is this: we should be very
circumspect before accepting numerical values for
parameters for which we have little a priori feel. One cani't
get an intuitive feel for them from huge computer runs
because it is usually not possible to track what's influencing
what in a sharp way. This is where class room exercises,
involving simple stylised models, become so useful.
Experience with such exercises suggests that values of 2-4
for eta yield more ethically saLtisfactory consequences. (For
example, ifwe were to set eta equal to 3 in the model I have
just reported, the optimu-m saving rate becomes a
reasonable 25 per cent of net aggregate outpu-t.)

What we should have expected from the Review is a study
of the extent to which its recommendations are sensitive to
the choice of eta. (Many economists wou-ld expect a
sensitivity analysis over the choice of delta too.) A higher
figure for eta would imply greater sensitivity to risk and
inequality in consumption, meaning that it could in
principle imply greater or less urgency in the need for
collective action on global warming. Whether PAGEwould
regard the urgency to be greater or less depenids on whether
or inot the downside risks associated with the warming
process in PAGE overwhelm growth in expected
consumption uinder busiiness as uisual. A higher valtue of eta
could impily that the w7orld shotuId spenid more thani I per
cenit of GDP oni cuI-rbinig erT1issIOiis, or it could imply that the
expenidituire shouIld be less. Only a series of sensitivity
analyses would tell. Curiousl); the Review doesin't report:
any such sensitivity ariailysis.

An annual expenditure of I per cenit of world GDP
(amounting to some 570 billion itnterniationial dollars) is
surely affordable. It is affordable even if it were to be met
by rich counitries only, for it would amount only to 1.8 per
cent of their annual GDP. We should remember thlotugh that
the figure in question is some seven times the annual global
aid budget. How do you persuade the voting public in rich
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countries to instruct their governments, collectivelv, to
spend that large sum each year? The Review would have it
that voters should recognise that it is a moral imperative.
The rhetoric deployed by the atuthors does stress the
uniicertaiinties that are iinhereint in clinmate science, bu-it it
skims over the fact that we have little inituiltive feel for the
riurii&rical weights that should be placed oin normative
paraietiLers. Where the modern econIomist is rightly
hesitanlt, the authors of the Review are supremely
Confidient.
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Climate change has beenr takern very seriously by all
economists who h>ave studied the sciernce since the late
1970s. To be critical of t:he Review'is rnot to understate the
harm humanity is inflictirng orn itself by degrading the
natural environmient - riot orlyv inri regard to the stock of
carbon in the atmosphere, btut also in regard to so many
other environmental matters besides. But the cause is not
served when parameter values are so chosen that they yield
desired answers.


